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Do you usually get nervous when it comes to
grinding high-precision special tools ? Now,
you can forget about it !

With the S11 from Deckel, you can stay re-
laxed, even when performing delicate and
demanding grinding tasks, for it has been spe-
cifically designed for grinding difficult preci-
sion tools.

So you can produce single tools and small 
batches with the S11 in an amazingly quick,
economic and flexible way – with a maximum
of operational convenience. The T-shaped
design of the S11 is of particular advantage :
You can easily reach its controls from one posi-
tion. – And, you will work efficiently, with your
non-productive time being cut down to a mini-
mum.

And where conventional grinding machines
reach their limits, the S11 proves its particularly
strong points :
� in SPIRAL AND RELIEF GRINDING of cylin-

drical and tapered tools,
� in grinding and re-sharpening FORM TOOLS

AND STEP DRILLS,
� and, above all, in grinding HIGH-PRECI-

SION RADII.

SS1111

� Infinitely variable 
spindle drive

� Precise guideways

Problem tools ? Bring them here !



� Motor-driven 
height adjustment

� Short working distances

End mills

Drills

Counterbores and 
countersinks

Die sinking cutters

Step drills

Reamers

Form cutters

Radius cutting tools

Special drills

Boring tools

Shell end mills

Taps

And many more
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Exceptional Accessories – as standard

THE UNIVERSAL INDEX HEAD – 
FOR PRECISION AT ANY POSITION

Fly-mounted or between centers – with the
S11’s compact universal index head you can
clamp tools of almost any geometrical shape
and size.
Its two setting axes can each be quickly swivel-
ed by 360°, the zero datum position being
effected simply by a disengageable 180°
stop.
The universal index head is available with an
ST40 or MT4 spindle taper and a variety of
work-holding fixtures (please refer to the
Accessories pages).

And to prevent you from rotating yourself, the
integral indexing attachment can be easily
operated by one hand.
Particular working convenience is offered by
a fine-setting worm gearing arrangement, it
can be used to radially adjust and exactly
position the tool clamped in the index head.

SS1111

With the S11, you can grind an enormous variety of precision tools without grappling with cumbersome
accessories. We have already equipped the basic machine and the standard accessories with extras, which
you will only find in this abundance and with this practical capability on the S11.  This is for a good reason :
We would like you to be enthusiastic about the performance of your machine from the very beginning !

� Locating points for
the opto-electronic
measuring unit.

� Fine-setting worm gearing
arrangement for radial
feed motion.

� Disengageable 180° stop for
quick zero positioning.

� 360° adjustment about
the vertical axis.

� Integral indexing attachment
for easy one-hand operation. 

� 360° adjustment about
the horizontal axis.



options

THE SPIRAL AND RELIEF GRINDING ATTACH-
MENT – SIMPLE AND VERSATILE

In combination with the universal index head,
the spiral and relief grinding attachment con-
verts the lengthwise movement of the tool slide
into a spiral rotation.
Thus, you can easily and precisely grind
� cutting edges and flutes on spiral-fluted

right-hand and left-hand tools.
� countersinks and counterbores.
� taps, step drills and 
� form cutters.

When grinding cylindrical tools, you can set
the spiral lead on a scale, from zero

to infinity. 
Unknown leads can
be determined within a few
seconds with the aid of a dial
indicator.
For tapered tools with a con-
stant helix angle, re-sharpen-
ing is no problem either :

You can set our patented sine bar so
it follows the flute of the tool while
grinding. 

Spiral leads from
zero to infinity.

Patented sine bar
attachment.

Your tool needs to be relief-ground axially or
radially, or even in an axial/radial combi-
nation.
Take it easy : The S11 can do any job, even
radial relief grinding using the pe-
ripheral surface of the grinding
wheel. Just swivel the index head 90°
and use the roller arm to establish a connec-
tion between the sine bar and the index head.
Grinding special tools is
extremely easy with the
S11!

Radial relief grind-
ing simplified.
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Ingenious all around:
The radius grinding attachment

SS1111

THE RADIUS GRINDING ATTACHMENT

Those who often have to grind radius tools will
be happy with the S11 radius grinding
attachment.  Perfect radii can be ground on
any kind of tool, no matter whether convex,

concave, straight, helical or spiral-
fluted.

Even for cutters with hard to reach
radii, such as the radial flute at the tip

of a die sinking cutter (see
picture on the right), or
the clearance angles on
spiral-fluted radius cut-

ters, the S11 demonstra-
tes its really impressive capa-

bilities : Continuous grinding of the radius and
o u t -
side diameter of the tool in one
motion without the need to blend
at the intersection point !
Only the S11 from Deckel can offer you 
this unique and convenient way of radius
grinding!

Radius grinding 
within one pass.  



DIFFICULT GRINDING TASKS – 
ACCOMPLISHED TROUBLE FREE

For radius tools, re-sharpening is not so easy
in most cases. In addition to the experience
of the operator, a perfect result, not least,
depends upon intelligent, ingen-ious
machine details. At Deckel we have
incorporated our many years of
experience, both practical and theoretical in
the design and development of the S11’s
accessories.
In the radius grinding attachment, you can tilt
the tool, precisely set it in both length-
wise and crosswise directions and
limit the swivel angle by adjustable
stops. With the aid of the 
measuring and setting gauge, you can exactly
measure the ground tool in its clamped con-
dition. 
A new feature is the universal index head for
the radius grinding attachment with its radial
setting device and the possibility of directly
mounting the opto-electronic measuring unit
(shown on the Accessories pages).

Ideas from prac-
tical experience ...

... for ingenious
details.

Radius grinding attachment :
� Swivel angle about vertical axis ____________________________________________________360°
� Max. tool diameter________________________________________________________220 mm (8.7“)
� Max. tool length between end face of tool spindle and vertical swivel axis ________190 mm (7.5“)
� Max. lateral displacement between index head spindle axis and vertical swivel axis ____100 mm (4“)

Measuring and setting gauge:
� Dial indicator measuring range ______________________________________________30 mm (1.2“)
� Reading accuracy __________________________________________________<0.01 mm (0.0004“)



SS1111  MMeeaassuurriinngg  SSyysstteemmss

The better you see the
better you grind

For the grinding of complex and precise pro-
filed tools such as step drills, form tools, coun-
tersinks and turning tools, the opto-electronic
measuring unit is indispensable :
� Up to 50% reduced grinding time, as the

continuous changing between the ma-chine
and the measuring station is no longer
necessary. 

� No more mounting errors when clamping
and unclamping the tool, thus giving you
an impressively high repeat accuracy. 

� Continuous monitoring during the grinding
process guarantees the desired work qua-
lity.

Equipped with this option, you make the S11 even more economic, for you can save time and grind
more precisely. During the grinding process, precision linear measuring scales detect the lengths of the machi-
ne slide travel and the electronic system reads the measurements in digital form. By means of a reticule in
the optical system, you can also check radii and angles – to a hundredth of a millimeter (0.00040“). 

WITH THE MICROSCOPE

Working with the microscope does not re-quire
backlighting. It allows unobstructed measure-
ment of tools clamped in the index head and
offers more freedom of movement. Especially
for tools where the surface quality is very
important, the microscope is your 
correct choice. The profile shape and sur-face
quality can be measured very accu-
rately.
By the way : Our new S11 video measuring
system can be retrofitted without any problems
(please refer to pages 9 and 10).

WITH THE PROJECTOR

The use of the projector is particularly recom-
mended for grinding profiled tools from 
templates and for anti-fatigue continuous ope-
ration.



The S11 video measuring system –
Your eyes will enjoy it.
New technologies call for more precise tools
with shorter grinding times. These requirements
need constant observation and checking of
the grinding process.
Continuously working with the microscope can
be a tiring visual task. That’s why Deckel offers
the video measuring system which, by means
of a camera, takes over the stre-
nuous tool focussing and trans-
fers the image to a colour moni-
tor. Thus, even wearers of glasses can easily
view the tool grinding zone and work in com-
fort. The colour monitor shows a three-dimen-
sional image of the tool and also
enables the surface to be viewed.
The video measuring system can
be retrofitted to any S11 micros-
cope measuring units.

The individual components:

A camera takes over
the task of the eye.

Easy surface 
viewing.

Retrofitting.

� CCD camera
� 14“ colour monitor
� Camera mounting bracket
� Monitor mounting bracket



NOW YOU’LL ALWAYS SEE ...

... a profiled tool ... a step drill ... a recessing tool
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Projector Microscope +
Video measuring system

Measuring range
� Parallel to tool axis ______________________________________150 mm (6“) _________________150 mm (6“)
� Square to tool axis ___________________65 mm (2.5“) / 130 mm (5“) dia. _________________150 mm (6“)
� Radii_____________________________________________up to 5.5 mm (0.2“) ___________up to 3 mm (0.12“)
� Field of view ______________________________________11 mm (0.45“) dia. ____________6 mm (0.24“) dia.

Measuring accuracy
� Linear _________________________________better than 0.02 mm (0.0008“) _better than 0.02 mm (0.0008“)
� Angles ______________________________________better than 10 min. of arc______better than 10 min. of arc
� Position readout resolution ________________________0.005 mm (0.0002“) _________0.005 mm (0.0002“)
� Magnification _______________________________________________10-times _____________________20-times

Max. distance of measuring point 
� From index spindle end face ____________________________170 mm (6.7“) _______________170 mm (6.7“)
� With additional extension _____________________________270 mm (10.6“) ______________270 mm (10.6“)

SS1111  MMeeaassuurriinngg  SSyysstteemmss

Technical Data

Camera
� Make_____________________________________________________________________________________SANYO
� Image _____________________1/2“ CCD raster image, 795 (horizontal) and 596 (vertical) picture elements
� Colour system__________________________________________________________________________________PAL

Monitor
� Make ______________________________________________________________________________________SONY
� Size/resolution _______________________________________________________________14“ screen, 600 lines
� Colour systems __________________________________________________________________NTSC, PAL, SECAM
� Dimensions________________________________________approx. 450 x 458 x 503 mm (17.7“ x 18“ x 20“)
� Weight _____________________________________________________________________approx. 30 kg (66 lbs.)

Video Measuring System
Technical Specifications



AAcccceessssoorriieess

Plus points for your S11!

On the next few pages, we show you a selection from the S11 accessories range you can use to meaning-
fully extend the field of application or adapt it to your requirements in a much better way. For your 
convenience, we have marked with a red triangle (▲) the essential accessories. Those items identified by a
black triangle (▲) can be added to meet more specific requirements, either now or later. 

< WHEEL DRESSER

With the wheel dresser, you can generate a
multitude of different grinding wheel pro-files.
In addition to flat, tapered and cylindrical sur-
faces, you can dress convex or concave radi-
al surfaces as well as profiles.

< HIGH-SPEED TURBO GRINDING UNIT

For particularly delicate grinding work with
mounted points. The turbo grinding unit can
be attached to the grinding head and is 
operated by compressed air.
Speed range 25,000 to 40,000 rpm.
Power: 720 W (1 hp).
Compressed-air supply: 2–4 bar (30–60 psi).

DRIVE MOTOR >
To be fitted to the universal index head. 
Right-hand and left-hand rotation for simple 
cylindrical grinding operations. 
Index head spindle speed: 100 to 1000 rpm.
Operating voltage: 220 V.



< WEB THINNING ATTACHMENT FOR DRILLS

For web thinning and complete re-sharpening of
high-performance carbide or HSS drills. Mounts
on to the radius grinding attachment.

< SUPPORT ARM ASSEMBLY 
AND TAILSTOCKS

The support arm assembly with the tailstock center
and support blade mounts onto the index head and,
follows any swivel movement. 
Various tailstocks and centers allow precise re-sharp-
ening of slender and tapered tools.
Available tailstock versions :
• Special tailstock (please refer to the illustration) ▲
• Laterally adjustable tailstock ▲
• Vertically adjustable tailstock ▲

HANDWHEEL ATTACHMENT >
Particularly suitable for short-stroke move-
ments of the tool slide such as for grinding
side and face milling cutters.

SPECIAL INDEX HEAD>
It extends the radius grinding attachment by
the advantages of the universal index head. 
Fine-setting worm gearing arrangement for
radial feed motion. Locating points for the
opto-electronic measuring unit.



AAcccceessssoorriieess
< COPYING SLIDE

For producing and re-sharpening complex pro-
filed tools by copying from a template. 
Particularly suitable for straight or spiral-fluted
profile cutters, profile tools and knives.

< TOOL CABINETS

With our tool cabinets, you create a clearly
arranged and orderly working environment.
This is where all your tool holding fixtures and
accessories belong. Using our specifically de-
signed inserts, everything can be neatly 
placed and is immediately ready to hand. This
really makes work much easier.

MACHINE VICE  >
For grinding simple profiled parts and cutting
tools. Swiveling about three axes (360° about
vertical axis, 180° about longitudinal axis,
90° about transverse axis); jaw width 80 mm
(3“); opening 80 mm (3“).

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

▲ Tool holding fixtures.
▲ Relief-grinding slides.
▲ Wheel guards.
▲ Tooth rest support system.
▲ Swiveling unit.
▲ Adapter bracket.
▲ Support finger for radius grinding attachment.
▲ Grinding wheel arbors and grinding wheels.
Please ask for our S11 Accessories folder. There you will find detailed technical information on the indi-
vidual items.
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DUST EXTRACTION UNIT ▲

A powerful WAP industrial-type vacuum 
cleaner (1200 W [1.7 hp]) with a special
micro filter provides for clean air without 
harmful metal particles.

SSaaffeettyy

Certified Safety

During grinding operations on the S11, both
the operator and the machine are optimally 
protected against injuries or damage.
All mechanical and electrical
safety requirements are met with-
out any compromises.

Additional safety options include :
Automatic grinding spindle speed monitor and
a category „H“ (referring to very
fine dusts that may cause cancer)
dust extraction unit required for continuous

carbide grinding.

„All-round protection“

Safety built-in.

New motor generation!

Higher speed by simply 

pressing a button.
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TTrraaiinniinngg  &&  AAfftteerr--SSaalleess  SSeerrvviiccee

The more you know the more
you can achieve

You want to purchase a Deckel tool grinder.
Even though we pleased with your deci-
sion, we must still ask a few more important 

questions so that we can properly address
your needs. You will only be a 100 % satis-
fied if a machine does exactly what you expect
it to do, and this is our aim. That is why we
do such a comprehensive survey of your needs
before purchase.
This includes demonstrations, the grinding of
sample workpieces and time studies per-
formed at our Application Centers
to which we cordially invite you. 

BEFORE THE PURCHASE AFTER THE PURCHASE ...

... your operators will get intensive training
– directly on the machine, by skilled tool 
grinding technicians, and with all our grinding
knowledge. They will have a comprehensive
practical as well as theoretical training to ena-
ble them to use the S11 to its full capacity from
the start.
Later, you will be supported in all your grind-
ing tasks by easy to understand user manuals 

and operating instructions. And if you still
have a problem, please contact either your

local representa-
tive, our worldwide
tele-service (phone
number:
0172/9666050)
or in the Internet at 
www.michael-
deckel.de.

Our sales team.
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Clamping range:
� Tool slide clamping surface ______________________________________500 x 180 mm (20“ X 7“)
� Max. tool diameter between centers :

� Tailstocks on tool slide __________________________________________________238 mm (9.4“)
� Tailstocks with adapter bracket on tool slide________________________________338 mm (13.3“)
� Universal index head and tailstock with adapter bracket on tool slide__________338 mm (13.3“)

� Max. tool diameter, fly-mounted on universal index head ______________________620 mm (24.4“)
� Max. tool length between centers :

� Tailstocks on tool slide ____________________________________________________380 mm (15“)
� Tailstocks with adapter bracket on tool slide ________________________________940 mm (37“)
� Universal index head and tailstock with adapter bracket on tool slide__________530 mm (20.8“)

� T-slot width, machine base__________________________________________________12 mm (0.47“)
� T-slot width, grinding head, tool slide and attachments ____________________________8 mm (0.3“)

Adjustment ranges :
� Operational : � Grinding stroke ______________________________________190 mm (7.5“)

� Grinding stroke in spiral grinding ______________________190 mm (7.5“)
� Tool slide transverse travel ______________________________100 mm (4“)
� Grinding head vertical travel ________________________325 mm (12.8“)
� Grinding spindle axial feed ______________________________5 mm (0.2“)

� Coarse settings : � Tool slide carrier ____________________________________220 mm (8.6“)
� Grinding head bracket ______________________________800 mm (31.5“)
� Universal index head on tool slide ______________________330 mm (13“)

� Swivel angles : � Grinding head bracket ________________________________________360°
� Grinding head ______________________________________________360°
� Tool slide carrier ______________________________________________360°

Grinding spindle :
� Three-phase AC drive motor __________________________________1.1 kW (1.5 hp) at 2,800 rpm
� Rated spindle torque __________________________________________approx. 2.8 Nm (2.06 ft lb.)
� Three-phase AC drive motor ______________________________________________1.1 kW (1.5 hp)
� Infinitely variable spindle speeds ______________________________________2,000 to 12,000 rpm

� Max. grinding wheel diameter________________________________________________125 mm (5“)
� Max. cut-off wheel diameter __________________________________________________200 mm (8“)

Main dimensions :
� Length________________________________________________________________1,100 mm (43.3“)
� Width__________________________________________________________________800 mm (31.5“)
Max. height ____________________________________________________________1,760 mm (69.3“)
� Weight ______________________________________________________________520 kg (1,145 lbs.)
� Floor space (incl. operator) ______________________________________2.5 X 2.3 m (8.2 X 7.5 ft)
� Connected load __________________________________________________________________2 kVA

Painting, structure :
� Machine ______________________________________________________Pastel turquoise, RAL 6034
� Base ______________________________________________________________Blue gray, RAL 7031

Each machine comes with an operating instructions manual and a spare parts list. 

Note: As we are continuously working on improvements, we reserve the right of modifications. Imperial sizes are 
approximations.

TTeecchhnniiccaall  SSppeecciiffiiccaattiioonnss  
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For information on innovations, exhibition dates and much more, 
please refer to our web site  www.michael-deckel.de!



Feinmechanik Michael Deckel GmbH & Co. KG
Am Öferl 17-19 • D-82363 Weilheim, Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 881-688-0 • Fax +49 (0) 881-699-59
info@michael-deckel.de • www.michael-deckel.de

Michael Deckel – 
Worldwide tool grinding with precision.
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